O&W Spanish Desk
Spanish Desk at O&W is a growing department, created thanks
to the passion and commitment of our advisors, whose
professional and private interests allowed to gather experience
in advising on behalf of entities with Spanish capital.

The Spanish Desk team consists
of experienced Spanish-speaking
advisers who also had the opportunity
to live or perform professional practice
in Spain - which gives us the necessary
knowledge of the language, culture,
including the business and legal culture
in Spain. Our goal is to ensure that
The main advisory branch within
cultural and language di erences do
the framework of the Spanish Desk
not constitute an obstacle to
focuses on setting up business activities
perform business in Poland.
by Spanish business entities in Poland.
We provide comprehensive services for new
investments at every stage – from choosing the location,
through setting the capital structure, construction process,
obtaining ﬁnancing (including public aid) to handling
company's corporate matters and providing ongoing
legal services for companies with Spanish capital.
Within the services of the Spanish Desk, we also
We focus primarily on
advise in all areas of our specializations - from
the service of the Business Client
labour law to capital markets, from support
but we do not forget about people
of sales departments to public aid,
standing behind each venture - that's
restructuring or bankruptcy
why we also support the Individual Client,
proceedings.
primarily Spanish-speaking delegates to
Poland in the scope of for example:
Employment or selection of other, optimal forms
of cooperation,
Tax advisory (tax residence),
Negotiations of rental agreements / property
purchase,
Contact with public administration o ces...
...simply wherever the language barrier and lack of knowledge of Polish law
can be an obstacle to smoothly transfer life interests to Poland (both temporarily
or permanently).

O&W is one of the members of the Polish-Spanish Chamber of Commerce.
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